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Smart Home is to the utilities industry what the
cell phone is to the communications industry.

It is the disruptive technology of the utilities
industry that involves multiple embedded
devices.
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The “Grid” refers to the electric grid, a
network of transmission lines, substations,
transformers and more that deliver electricity
from the power plant to its customers
Digital technology that allows for two-way
communication between the utility and its
customers, and the sensing along the
transmission lines is what makes the grid
“smart”

A

collection of devices within a home used
to:
Monitor energy usage,
Provide information to both the customer
and the energy provider
Make real-time changes to electricity
usage remotely



Advanced Metering Infrastructure
◦ An architecture that allows for communication
between a smart meter and the electric utility
◦ Provides real-time consumption data to both the
electric utility and the customer to make usage
decisions based on price at time of usage



Energy Management System
◦ Allows customers to track energy usage
◦ Shows energy consumption real-time

◦ Shows the effect of changes in consumption realtime
◦ Allows changes to be made from computers and
mobile devices remotely



Energy Management System
◦ Allows customers to track energy usage
◦ Shows energy consumption real-time

◦ Shows the effect of changes in consumption realtime
◦ Allows changes to be made from computers and
mobile devices remotely



Smart Meters:
 Monitors usage real-time



Transport Devices:
 Transfers information between your home and your energy provider
via the internet



Load Control Devices:
 Allow appliances to respond to signals from the energy provider to
reduce usage



Energy Management Systems:
 Allows customers to monitor energy usage
 Respond to requests to reduce usage
 Control energy usage at home and remotely from smart phones etc.



A Pilot Program to find out if customers knew how
much electricity they are using on a real-time
basis, would they change their behavior.

 To

understand customer behavior, a program
was offered providing participating customers
with:
A Smart Home system with 360 degree communication
between the electric utility and the customer.
A choice of two types of financial incentives for
participating in “Events”, real-time requests to reduce
usage at peak times.
A Rebate for each “Opt In” to a request to reduce usage
Variable rates based on amout on usage during critical peak,
peak and off peak times.

 Calling

and Response to “Events”

Smart Home Devices
Smart Home Web Application
Integration with Electric Utility Systems

Billing Plans: Rebates and Pricing Differentials
Customer Behavior Web Application

 Advance

Metering Infrastructure
Communication

 Interval transmission from meters
 Data Validation, Estimation and Correction Rules

 The

test strategy involved testing both the
devices and application by calling the “events”,
and observing the results.

 Through

the events, fundamentally all of the
functionality on all of the devices was exercised.

 The

system integration test approach was to
track the data generated during the events from
the meters in the “homes” through the meter
data application, the customer information
system and the billing system, to the customer’s
bills, verifying at each integration point.



Validate the end-to-end 360 degree communication from the
electric utility to the smart home and back to the electric utility:

 Electric utility calls an “Event” using the energy management
website
 Home energy management system registers the event
 Customers “Opt In” or “Opt Out” or “Opt In” automatically
 Billing Rates adjust automatically
 Usage and time are sent to billing systems
 Customer’s choices are reflected in billing rates/rebates are
reflected on bills





Customers enrolled in each of 18 billing categories:
◦ Opt in before and during the event
◦ Opt out before and during the event
◦ Automatically opt in
◦ Opting in and out is performed across devices including web
application, programmable thermostat and In home display
device
◦ Web application functionality is validated across multiple
operating systems, platforms and browsers
Billing File Validation
◦ Customers eligible/not eligible for credits
◦ Peak rates charged to customers who opted out
◦ Validate billing rules over multiple events in one day and
billing period

Purpose of Event

Event Type

Peak/Off
Peak

Criticality

Customers
Included

Start Time

Duration

Opt Out

Opt out
then In

Cancel
Event

Expected Results

No

Customer
Response =
Partial
Participation;
CPR gets rebate

test home 13 Opts out via
Thermostat Reject Event at
2pm; test home 16 Opts
out via Reject Event at
4:15;
This event is designed to test the
Opt Out functionalilty before and
during an event via the Vantage
Portal via the Thermostat-Reject
Event
This event is designed to test the
Opt Out functionalilty during an
event via the Vantage Portal via the
Thermostat by changing
temperature

Load Control

Load Control

This event is designed to test the
Opt Out and Opt in functionality,
two boxes opt in and out prior to
the event and two boxes opt out
prior to the event and back in during
the event
Load Control
This event is designed to test the
Opt Out and Opt in functionality,
two boxes opt in and out prior to
the event and two boxes opt out
prior to the event and back in during Critical Peak
the event
Pricing
This event is designed to test
Thermostat functionality of rejecting
all events
Load Control

Peak

Off Peak

5 CPR & CPP

5 CPR & CPP

16:00 3hrs

10:00 2hrs

test home 23 Opts out via
Thermostat Reject Event at
2pm; test home 24 Opts
out via Reject Event at
4:15
none

Customer
Response =
Partial
Participation;
CPR gets rebate

test home 18 and test
home 22 Opt out at 10:15
am
none
test home
14 and 23
Opt in at
3pm

Peak

Peak

Off Peak

5 CPR & CPP

5 CPR & CPP

1 CPR

16:00 3hrs

test home 14, 15, 23 and
24 Opt out at 2pm

16:00 3hrs

10:00 1 hr

test home
15 and 24
Opt in at
4:15pm

none
test home 17 Rejects all
events

none

No

Customer
Response =
Partial
Participation;
CPR gets rebate

No

Customer
Response =
Partial
Participation;
CPR gets rebate

No

Customer
Response = Opt
Out, No Voucher

Start Date

End Date

12/1/2010, 9AM 12/1/2010

Activity Description

Notes

Call Event #4 Load Control Event and Critical Peak Pricing This event is designed to test the Opt Out
Event Criticality = 5 at 4 pm duration = 3 hrs for both
functionalilty before and during an event
CPP and CPR customers
via portal, thermostat- reject event and
thermostat by changing the temp and by
the Vantage Portal - Peak and opting out
on one of two and both of two
thermostats
12/1/2010, 2PM 12/1/2010
Opt out Event #4: test home 13 via one Thermostat and
1:30pm
test home 18 Opts out via Portal and test home 22 via
both Thermostat and test home 23 Opts out via Portal
12/1/2010,
12/1/2010 5pm Opt out Event #4 test home 17 via Thermostat (reject
4:15PM
event) and test home 15 Opts out via Portal and test
home 24 via portal and test home 21 Opts out via
decreasing temp on thermostat at 5
12/1/2010,
12/1/2010
Monitor Event #4 Customer Experience: verify that the
3:30PM
event displays as pending, active, opted out etc on the
Portal, IHD and Thermostats
12/2/2010
12/3/2010
Validate Cost Calculations for Event #4
Need new events to do this because
billing cycle defect was delayed
12/2/2010
12/3/2010
Document Event #4 results and defects in Test Director
12/1/2010,
12/1/2010
Call Event #5 Load Control Event and Critical Peak
This event is designed to verify cancel
9:AM
12/2/2/10
Pricing Event for CPR and CPP Customers, Criticality = 1, event functionality for CPR & CPP Peak;
Start Time = 16:00 3 hr duration
Can't do this the same day as Event #4
since both are during peak
12/1/2010,
12/1/2010
Cancel Event #5
2:30PM
12/2/2/10
12/1/2010
12/1/2010
Monitor Event #5 Customer Experience: verify that the
12/2/2010
event displays as pending, active, opted out etc on the
Portal, IHD and Thermostats
12/1/2010
12/1/2010
Validate Cost Calculations for Event #5
Need new events to do this because
12/2/2/10
billing cycle defect was delayed
12/1/2010
12/1/2010
Document Event #5 results and defects in Test Director





Smart Meters transmit usage in 15 minute intervals and sent
via a billing file with the correct rates applied based on the
rate applicable at that time
Off Peak
Peak
Critical Peak
If an error occurred in transmission, usage would be
estimated based “VEE” Validation Estimate/Error Correction
Rules

 Tested

by calling “Events” and simulating
“blips” by physically unplugging devices and
validating results

 Events

are called at various times during the
day or night to cover all estimation rules

VEE CPP pricing verification of outages without events
called
1/3/2011 10PM

Example 1: Unplug Translate for test home19

Entire time priced at Offpeak

1/3/2011 8PM

Example 2: Unplug Translate for test home20

4-9 = 5 hrs Peak

1/3/2011 6PM

Example 3: Unplug Translate for test home21

6-9 = 3 hrs Peak

1/3/2011 9:30PM Example 4: Unplug Translate for test home22

4-5 = 1 hr Peak

VEE CPP pricing verification of outages with events called
1/4/2011 10PM

Example 1: Unplug Translate for test home19

Entire time priced at Offpeak

1/4/2011 8PM

Example 2: Unplug Translate for test home20

3-4,9-10 = 2 hrs Offpeak
4-9 = 5 hrs Critical Peak

1/4/2011 6PM

Example 3: Unplug Translate for test home21

3-6, 9-10 = 4 hrs Offpeak
6-9 Critial Peak

1/4/2011 9:30PM Example 4: Unplug Translate for test home22

3-4, 5-10 = 6 hrs Offpeak
4-5 1 hr Peak

1/4/2011 9AM

Example 5: Call Event from 5 - 7pm for test home23

1/4/2011 9AM

Example 6: Call Event from 5 - 7pm for test home24

1/4/2011 9:30PM Example 5: Unplug Translate for test home23
1/4/2011 5PM

Example 6: Unplug Translate for test home24

All testing was done during the summer months
so that events would request a decreased use of
air conditioning rather than heat
Peak vs off peak hours were not simulated;
testing was executing during actual hours
All testing was executed using actual smart
meters and home energy management systems

 18 “Homes” were set up in the test lab with energy
management devices and smart meters in 2. x 3
foot boxes mounted to the wall
 Each “Home” was on a different rate or rebate plan.

 Space heaters and various electrical appliances
were used to generate load on the meters which
was used to charge the variable rates and test the
downstream billing systems.

 Each “Home” contained:





A smart meter
In-Home Display device
One or more programmable Thermostats
A Transport device

 Optional Devices included in some “Homes”
 Load Control Device to automatically turn on and
off appliances such as pool pumps
 Smart Outlet

The majority of the defects were in three areas:






The hardware, particularly early models were easily damaged and not
physically user friendly.
 For example, the user guide specified that a yellow light would flash
when an event started, but it was actually a solid light.
 One device, when its power source was disconnected and
reconnected, failed to rejoin the home energy management system.
There were defects in the application code on the devices. For example,
a customer could opt out of an event on the In-Home Display, but not
opt back in on the Thermostat.
There were many defects in the code that would estimate the correct
usage when the meter lost communication with the WAN or Home
Energy Management System.



Our homes will know who we are
◦ My voice is my passport, verify me



Our homes will know when we are home
◦ And adjust temperature, humidity for optimum
comfort
◦ And make recommendations for saving energy



There will be a killer app
◦ Real time feedback



Data collection and analysis will be enormous
◦ For individual homes
◦ For the larger power grid



Power will be generated in many different
ways
◦ Solar
◦ Geothermal
◦ Homes will buy and sell power



Are there security threats?





It’s clumsy to control your home from your
phone
Wearables are the answer
◦ Communication between wearable and home
◦ https://nymi.com/

 Testing

a Smart Home is much different than
testing desktop or web applications.

 It

involves an appreciation that the application
and device are intertwined, and it is difficult to
tell where the hardware ends and the software
begins. Defects often involve of both.

 Testers

working with embedded systems such as
a Smart Home need to understand both in order
to properly evaluate quality.

